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Kids Concierge
Creating your child’s perfect adventure

Ages 3+
At Secret Bay 

Art Classes / Painting US$72.50 Duration: 3-4hrs
This experience is ideal for children ready to let their imagination flow through art. The private art session is 
organized In-villa with an instructor who provides step by step guidance to bring your child’s imagination to life 
using acrylic oil pastel canvases amongst other tools

US$72.50 Duration: 2-3hrsCrafting
Crafting is a lifelong tradition on the island that has been passed down from generation to generation. Allow our 
instructors to share the tradition with your family as your child is introduced to traditional craft concepts such as 
weaving and creating handmade jewelry.

US$43.50 Duration: 2-3hrsTreasure Hunt
What better to do on an island than hunt for lost treasure? This guided experience ignites a spirit of investigation 
that will satisfy children of all ages. The treasure hunt extends across the entire property and trinkets can be 
collected to provide an everlasting memory of the time spent at Secret Bay.

US$109.00 Duration: 1-2hrsA Day in the Kitchen
Join Chef Fàbio and team for a memorable cooking class designed with children’s unique tastes in mind. Engage 
in the preparation of signature ice cream specials, pasta dishes, pizza and more, as the chefs introduce local and 
organically made favorites such as seasonal fruit jam and other native treats. Each child can expect a Secret Bay 
branded chef’s apron as a special keepsake.

US$109.00 Duration: 2-3hrsGuided Snorkeling
This unique guided tour showcases the abundant coral reefs that adorn the waters of the northern seas. Children 
can join trips centered around Secret Bay or jump aboard the Waitukubuli Wanderer to visit some of the best 
snorkel locations on the island.

US$72.50 Duration: 1-2hrsHistory of Dominica
This interactive, drama-filled experience, highlights Dominica’s rich cultural heritage and profound history. It 
provides fun facts about the island and includes tours to historic sites that date back to the 1700s. Children also 
gain insight into the cultural practices of the descendants of the island’s first settlers.

US$72.50 Duration: 1-2hrsCreole Lesson
Dominica is heavily influenced by the French & the British and it is through these two influences, creole came to 
be. Explore this native language in a fun and interactive class that teaches key creole words and phrases.

US$51.00 per session
Duration: 1-2hrsSwimming Lessons

Surrounded by the Caribbean Sea, Atlantic Ocean and a river for every day of the year, water-based activities are 
a must for children at Secret Bay. Our instructors provide tailored swimming lessons that will ensure children are 
well versed on basic water survival skills including floating and treading water. Children can also participate in our 
Stroke School Program.
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US$65.25 Duration: 1-1.5hrsKids Yoga
Be it at the beach, In-Villa or out on our Wellness Pavilion, children can join our Master Yoga Instructor for 
stretches and breathing exercises tailored for the young body and mind. Engage in fun and challenging poses that 
promote good health and wellness.

US$36.25 Duration: 1-1.5hrsSustainability Education
This hands-on experience gives children an inside look into the fight against Climate Change. Children participate 
in green activities such as tree planting, beach cleanups and fish feeding. At the end of the session, participants are 
rewarded as Lifetime Green Ambassadors with a mission to keep the environment clean and green.

US$72.50 Duration: 1hrsCoral Restoration
Coral Restoration is a project that supports the regeneration of healthy coral used to beautify damaged coral reefs. 
This interactive experience includes participating in the transplanting of coral in Secret Bay’s Coral Restoration 
Nursery, learning the consequences manmade actions have on Coral Reefs, and even allows Children to adopt 
their transplanted coral and follow its growth and development through electronic updates.

US$36.25 Duration: 2-3hrsBoard Games
This event is perfect for children seeking mindful competition. Games can be organized amongst multiple villas, 
families or solo, with an ongoing score board and end date. Children can participate in a variety of board games 
including Scrabble, Sudoku, Monopoly, Chess and Checkers to win big at the end of each tournament. 

US$72.50 Duration: 1-2hrsTraditional Drumming
This West African tradition remains a vibrant part of the festivities and music of Dominica. The instructor makes 
use of traditional drums to provide step by step instructions on how to achieve a powerful rhythm promised to 
awaken each child’s inner musician.

US$50.75 Duration: 1-1.5hrsHair Braiding
Children can experiment with a new look while vacationing at Secret Bay. Choose from easy and unique braided 
hairstyles that include special hair ornaments worn by native males and females.

US$36.25 Duration: 1hrMocktail Hour
Children can engage in the creation of their very own mocktail that consists of their favorite flavors. Their 
signature drink will be branded with a name of their choice and become a permanent recipe in Secret Bay’s 
mocktail catalog. 

US$72.50 per session
Duration: 1-2hrsDominican Dance Class

Dance to the beat of Dominican folk music and traditional drums. Children can learn native creole dances such 
as Bélé, Lancers, Mazook, Quadrille and Polka. This activity is a fun exercise heavily influenced by African, and 
European dance practices.
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US$108.75 Duration: 3-4hrsAn Afternoon with Dr. Birdy
Explore an easy nature trail with Dr. Birdy where children are introduced to native insects, tattoo plants, aged 
trees and unique birds that all dwell in the enchanted Syndicate Forests.  Seek out the Majestic Sisserou Parrot 
and capture unique photos during this memorable experience.

US$72.50 Duration: 1-2hrsFace Painting
This art-based session presents children with a wide range of tropical colors to use as creative expression. A choice 
of their favorite characters or favorite vacation discoveries can be painted onto their faces in this playfully colorful 
experience. 


